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Advanced Assembly Named One of Top 3 Technology Service
Companies in Colorado
Company’s outstanding work and dedication in quick-turn, pcb assembly leads to
recognition in the 11th annual CSIA Apex Awards
Denver, CO – July 13, 2011 – Advanced Assembly, a leader in SMT assembly services for
printed circuit boards (pcb), announced today it has been nominated for the 2011 Apex Awards,
the prestigious technology awards recognizing outstanding accomplishments and leadership by
Colorado’s advanced technology companies and professionals. The winners and finalists will be
announced live on Tuesday, July 12, 2011 at The Robert and Judi Newman Center for the
Performing Arts at the University of Denver.
Since the program’s inception in 2000, CSIA’s Apex Awards have produced well-deserved
recognition for the numerous technology company success stories and technical advancements
produced in Colorado. Presented in five categories for companies and five categories for
professionals, the awards recognize success, innovation, vision, leadership, excellent customer
support and community contributions.
“We are honored to be named one of the top three technology service companies in Colorado
by this prestigious organization,” said Lawrence Davis, CEO of Advanced Assembly. “Our
company continues to receive industry accolades because of our outstanding ability to meet
customer needs by delivering machine-placed pcb assembly faster than any other company in
industry.”
Advanced Assembly’s continued growth and success results from strong customer loyalty and
increasing company awareness. In Q2, new regional growth topped 80% and the company
again signed more than a hundred new customers.
“Colorado’s technology industry has experienced much growth over years, and it’s important for
these successful companies to be recognized,” said Su Hawk, president, CSIA. “Our Apex
Awards provide the industry a once-a-year opportunity to celebrate their success, and generate
awareness around these notable companies, which include Advanced Assembly.”
About Advanced Assembly
Advanced Assembly is an Aurora, Colorado company specializing in quick-turn, SMT assembly
for design engineers needing low volume or prototype printed circuit board assembly. With
customers like Motorola, AT&T and Intel, and close supplier relationships with Digi-Key, Mouser
and Arrow, Advanced Assembly is quickly becoming the industry leader for prototype printed
circuit board assembly. The company is committed to delivering high quality services and is ISO
9001:2008 certified. For more information visit http://www.aapcb.com or call 1-800-838-5650.

About CSIA:
CSIA is the technology industry leader in uniting and growing Colorado’s information technology
industry by providing advocacy, education, business connections, and information, while
supporting economic development, unification of technology stakeholders, and larger
recognition of the industry and the people involved to develop and promote Colorado’s
technology industry. CSIA also works nationally to ensure Colorado’s technology voice is
heard, through TECNA, a coalition of technology associations across the United States and
Canada, as well as with TechAmerica, the national lobbying organization for federal issues.
Since 1994, CSIA has been involved in legislative issues and public policy to represent the
information technology industry in Colorado, and has provided a number of annual programs,
events and connections to support business success. For more information on CSIA please call
(303) 592-4070 or visit www.coloradotechnology.org
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